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CONICAL GEOMETRY FOR SAGI'ITAL FOCUSING AS APPLIED
" TO X RAYS FROM SYNCHROTRONS"

G. E. Ice and C. J. Sparks

ABSTRACT

We describe a method for simultaneously focusing and monochromatization
of X rays from a fan of radiation having up to 15 mrad divergence in one dimension.
This geometry is well suited to synchrotron radiation sources at magnifications of
one-fifth to two and is efficient for X-ray energies between 3 and 40 keV (0.48 and
6.4 fJ). The method uses crystals bent to part of a cone for sagittal focusing and
allows for the collection of a larger divergence with less mixing of the horizontal
into the vertical divergence than is possible with X-ray mirrors. We describe the
geometry required to achieve the highest efficiency when a conical crystal follows
a fiat crystal in a nondispersive two-crystal monochromator. At a magnification of
one-third, the geometry is identical to a cylindrical focusing design described
previously. A simple theoretical calculation is shown to agree well with ray-tracing
results. Minimum aberrations are observed at magnifications near one. Applications

" of the conical focusing geometry to existing and future synchrotron radiation
facilities are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Crystals are used to focus X-ray beams with large divergences. 13 Compared to total

external reflection mirrors, the scattering angles from crystals are larger which allows crystals

to collect larger divergences with smaller aberrations. The recent development of high-

brilliance (photons/sec/eV/mrad2/mm 2) synchrotron sources has created the need for X-ray

optics that can monochromatize and focus over a wide energy range. 4'5 Particularly critical

is the need for focusing X rays with energies above 10 keV (1.6 fJ). There are several

"Research performed in part at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Beamline X-14 at
the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, sponsored by thew

Division of Materials Sciences and Division of Chemical Sciences, U.S. Department of
Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.



standard X-ray focusing schemes: separate function designs with mirror focusing and a

separate monochromator, 6 meridional focusing using Johann I or Johannson crystal optics, zT's

and sagittal focusing mosaic crystal optics. _ Each of these systems has limitations either in

angular acceptance, range of energy tunability, or ability to preserve beam brilliance.

Recently, a new class of energy-tunable focusing monochromators has been developed:

the sagittal-focusing, dynamically bent crystal monochromators. _°13 These monochromators

are similar to the Von Hhmos X-ray spectrometer 3 but are optimized to condense the

monochromatic fan of X rays produced by the reflection of synchrotron radiation from a flat

crystal. At magnifications (M) near one-third, a simple, cylindrically curved crystal was shown

to intercept a fan of radiation at a constant Bragg angle. _° The cylindrical geometry allowed

the construction of a simple, nondispersive monochromator with focusing and wide-energy

tunability. 1°'13

Here we discuss the use of conical crystals to extend the magnification range and

improve the focusing efficiency compared to cylindrical crystals. Conical crystals provide for

intercepting larger divergences than cylindrica! crystals, with higher efficiency, better focus,

and a range of magnifications from - 0.2 to 2. In comparison with a toroidal mirror, 14asa

conical crystal can intercept and focus a larger divergence and will introduce less mixing of

the horizontal divergence into the vertical divergence. _°a_'_6 In comparison with the

meridional Johann and Johannson geometries, zT's the sagittal-conical crystal is better

suited to tuning X-ray energy with fixed focus; it can be used with a first flat crystal to create

a nondispersive system. Sagittal focusing also better preserves the perfect crystal rocking

width; with meridional focusing, the crystal planes are also tilted in the diffraction plane and

an incident ray intercepts the Bragg planes at various angles depending on the depth of

penetration. _7 A related effect due to changing d spacing in a sagittal-elastically bent crystal

is smaller by Poisson's ratio.

To illustrate the design restrictions imposed by the two-crystal, non-dispersive geometry,

we briefly discuss the requirements for efficient diffraction of X rays. A crystal diffracts an

X-ray beam only within a narrow energy bandpass, dE. The wavelength, a., depends on the

crystal plane spacing, d, and the incident angle, 0B, according to Bragg's law: 2dsin0 B = na..

The width of the energy bandpass depends on the perfection of the crystal and the scattering

strength of each plane. The intrinsic bandpass of a perfect crystal for o polarized radiation

(electric vector _t. to the scattering plane) can be estimated from



1.06 e2
dE/E- _NIF [ (2d) 2 - 9.5 x 10zs N(mm3) [Fl(2d(nm))2, with N the number of unit

71" mc"

• cells/mm 3, IFI the unit cell structure factor in electron units, and 2d the usual Bragg plane

spacing in nanometers. TM For a nearly perfect Si_11crystal reflection, the intrinsic bandpass

dE/E-1.5 x 10"4.' The corresponding angular (Darwin) width can be calculated from

AO = tan0dE/E. At 10 keV (1o6 tj) the Si1_1Darwin width is 0.03 mrad. An X-ray beam

diffracting from two or more crystals must satisfy Bragg's law at each crystal for efficient

diffraction. Though the energy bandwidth passed by two crystals is restricted by the bandpass

of the first crystal, misalignment of the second crystal can lead to energy shifts in the intensity

maximum by reflection of the weak Lorentzian tail of the bandpass from the first crystal.

As shown in Fig. l(a), each ray in a non-dispersive, two-crystal monochromator makes

the same Bragg angle at both crystals when the crystal planes are parallel. X rays diffracted

from the first crystal will then be diffracted from the second crystal. The exit beam is parallel

to the incident beam and can be held fixed in space as X-ray energy is tuned) 9 This

. nondispersive geometry does not allow for crystal focusing in the meridional (scattering) plane

[Fig. l(b)] except with graded d-spacing optics or for extremely small divergences. As

illustrated in Fig. l(b), curvature of the first (or second) crystal in the scattering plane causes

a mismatch in the Bragg angles for rays with divergence, /i, from the central ray in the

meridional plane. The mismatch depends on the radius of curvature and on the magnitude

of/t. For synchrotron radiation with a vertical opening angle of about 0.2 mrad, only 2 to

10% of the vertical divergence can pass an M = 1 monoehromator as illustrated in Fig. l(b).

lt is for this reason that the second curved crystal must act as a flat crystal in the meridional

plane. Both cylindrical and conical crystals have this attribute as illustrated in Fig. l(a).

Conical shapes have a practical advantage in that, like cylinders, they can be formed by

bending flat plates. This simplifies the fabrication of an energy-tunable, fRed-exit, two-crystal

monochromator such as demonstrated for the cylindrical curvature, n The four-point-bending

scheme for creating cylindrical crystals can be used to create the slightly more complicated,

conical shapes.

• The conical crystal geometry is especially well suited to intercepting and focusing the

10 to 15 mrad horizontal fans of radiation typical of synchrotron radiation. Considerations

• of heat load, fixed focal spot, energy tunability, and divergence mixing dictate that the sagittai-

focusing cD,stal should follow (be downstream of) a flat crystal.
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MERIDIONAL CURVED CRYSTAL

Fig. 1. (a) Diagram of nondispersive X-ray optics with a source divergence b
in the scattering (meridional) plane. The central ray diffracts with Bragg angle 0 on
both parallel crystals. A ray with meridional divergence _ from the central ray diffracts
with angle 0 + b on both crystals. The energy diffracted along the two ray paths differs
according to Braggs law. (b) A nondispersive arrangement with one crystal bent for
meridional focusing. With the first crystal bent to the Johann or Johannson geometry
for focusing, only the central ray makes the same Bragg angle on both crystals. The
magnitude of the angular difference between the Bragg angles on the first and second
crystal depends on the divergence from the central ray,/_, and the radius of curvature.



Z CRYSTAL VERSUS MIRROR FOCUSING

. X rays are usually focused either with total-external reflection from super-polished

mirrors or by Bragg reflection from crystals.2° For a given X-ray energy, E, total external

reflection occurs when the angle of reflection, 0, is less than a critical angle, Oc. The largest

critical angles are for heavy element-coated mirrors where Oc(rad)-0.08/E(keV) = 0.013/E(fJ).

In comparison, the Bragg angle, 0B, for Sim is 25 times larger; 08- 1.976/E(keV) =

0.316/E(fJ). If we ignore absorption of the radiation, total external reflection at fixed

scattering angle, O<Oc,allows glancing angle X-ray mirrors to act as low-pass X-ray filters;

they reflect X-ray energies below a cutoff. In comparison, crystals only reflect a narrow

energy band at Bragg scattering angles. With crystals, the diffracting Bragg planes need not

be parallel to the crystal surface, which offers an additional degree of freedom.

Geometries for focusing with either X-ray mirrors or crystals are similar and well

understood) 3,a4,ts,20,21 A typical geometry is shown in Fig. 2. Curvature transverse to the

plane of scatter causes sagittal focusing [Fig. 2(a-c)]. Focusing in the plane of scatter is called
I.

meridional focusing [Fig. 2(d)]. X rays can be doubly focused by a single optical element as

. in Fig. 2 or by sequential focusing in perpendicular planes, e.g., Kirkpatrick-Baez 21(KB).

A practical focusing design for 3 to 8 keV (0.5 to 1.3 U) photons from a synchrotron

radiation source is a toroidal mirror as described by Howell and Horowitz _4and illustrated in

Fig. 2. Focus is achieved when the mirror curvatures are given by:

2FFrsin0
Rs = , (1)(Fx

and

2 R,
= = ___. (2)

(F t+F2)sinO sin20

Here Rs isthesagittalradiusofcurvatureand R, isthemeridionalradiusofcurvature.
lt

Besidesconvergingtheradiationtowardthecentralray,themirrordeflectsthecentralrayby

anamount20,absorbsX raysabovethecriticalenergy,andmixeshorizontaldivergenceintom

theverticaldivergence[Fig.2(c)].As illustratedinFig.2,theminimum mirrorsizeto

interceptradiationwitha horizontaldivergence,2_,anda verticaldivergence,28,is2FI_
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(a) \
Rm

DOUBLE FOCUSING

(c) I ITOP VIEW, SAGITTAL
I IFOCUSING

I , ISIDE VIEW
(d)28 I 'I , ISAGITTAL MIXING

I SIDE VIEW
MERIDIONAL FOCUSING

Fig. 2. (a) Geometry of doubly focusing X-ray optic: FI source to optics distance,
F2 optic to image distance, R s the sagittal curvature, and RMthe meridional curvature.
The central ray is reflected with an angle O. (b) Top view showing sagittal focusing with
the characteristic smile of the beam intercept on the curved surface. (c) Side view of
sagittal focusing shows how sagittal focusing must mix the sagittal divergence into the
meridional divergence to maintain a good focal spot. (d) In-plane or meridional focusing
with meridional curvature Rra. Since RM = Rs/sin2O, the curvature required for in-plane
focusing is much less than for sagittal focusing, especially at glancing angles.



wide by (2F18/0) + (F12_2/20R,) long. The _2 term arises from the horseshoe-shaped

intercept of the horizontally divergent beam on the sagittally curved mirror surface as shown

in Fig. 2(b). 14"16 This intercept shape is the same for a sagittally curved crystal.1° Asg

illustrated in Fig. 2(c), the radiation scattered from the trough and sides of the mirror (or

crystal) must result in some mixing of the horizontal divergence into the vertical beam

convergence for point focusing. The increase in vertical divergence is roughly _2/20 for

M = 1. Since a crystal reflects 10-keV (1.6-fJ) X rays at Bragg angles, 0a, which are about

25 times larger than for mirror reflections, the mixing of the horizontal divergence into the

vertical is 25 times less for sagittal crystal focusing. For a point-focusing X-ray mirror with

10-mrad glancing angle, mixing of the horizontal into the vertical divergence will begin

to dominate the nominal 0.2-mrad vertical divergence when _ > 2 mrad.

A way to avoid mixing the horizontal divergence into the smaller vertical divergence is

to use a KB focusing arrangement. 21 In this geometry, two crossed meridional focusing

mirrors or crystals are used. The complexity of configuring two separate optics as energy is

tuned is primarily justified when large demagnifications are required. The KB design also has

limited angular acceptance. With Eqs. (1) and (2), it can be shown that the sagittal geometry

can focus radiation with a larger divergence than the meridional geometry. At unit

magnification, the length of optic required to intercept a divergence 2_ with sagittal focusing

is -F 1_2/202. The length of optic required to intercept the same divergence with meridional

focusing is -.F12_/O,which is 40/_ times longer. To focus a divergence 2_ = 0/2, a meridional

optic must be 16 times longer than a sagittal optic. Meridional X-ray mirrors with glancing

angles <10 mrad must be >0.5 m to collect beams >5 mm high in the meridional plane. Such

mirrors challenge the art of mirror fabrication.

Several synchrotron radiation beamlines have used meridional-focusing crystals that can

be built to collect beams several millimeters wide. 7's These optics have energy tunability

limited by the motion of the focal spot as energy changes and by the limited energy range set

by the asymmetric cut required for good focus when M, 1. A further disadvantage is their

incompatibility with a double-crystal, nondispersive geometry for fixed exit beam [Fig. l(b)].

In the nondispersive configuration, a curved meridional-focusing crystal must be followed by

a curved-defocusing crystal to ensure that each ray makes the same Bragg angle on the second

, crystal as on the first.



3. CONICAL CRYSTAL GEOMETRY

Tunability with crystal-focusing optics necessitates changing Bragg angle and curvature

[F-xi.(1)], which dictates simplicity in design. The simplest shape for a sagittal-focusing

element is a cylindrically curved surface, and the next is a cone as shown in Fig. 3. lt has

been shown1° (corrected here for an omission of the exponent 2 on tan2,) that a line of

sagittally divergent rays from a point source intercepts a cylindrical surface at angles 0s given

by:

sin0s _ sin0m _ 11++atan2_tan2_, (3a)

where

NsinOm

With reference to Fig. 3, N is the cylindricalbend radius, 0Bis the Bragg angle of the central

ray,_ is the sagittal divergence (horizontal for most synchrotrons) from the central ray,and

F_is the source to crystaldistance. When N = FI sines/(1 _ cosOs), then a = 1 and sines =

sine s for ali q:._0This important relationship has two solutions: N - **(1-cc_Ossolution) and

N - F_sineN'2(M - 0.33; 1 + cos0s solution). Hence, cylindricallycurved crystals that are

nearly flat or bent for M - 0.33 will diffract a fan of radiation at nearly constant Bragg angles

independent of _. This is also true for total external reflection mirrors.

Rays from a fan of radiationwith divergence 2_ intercept a flat crystalat angles varying

from 0B for the central rayto O, given by sin0, = sin0scos _. Thus, when following a first flat

crystal, a second crystalhas highest efficiency if it compensates for the small _ dependence

of e,. For example, the second crystal should not be curved to the nearly flat solution

(1-c.os0B)but should be identically flat as is well known. A slight curvature of the first crystal

to the (1-cos0B) solution would narrow the energy band passed by the monochromator; the

effect is only about 0.5 eV (0.08 aJ) at 10 kev (1.6 g) and 2q: = 20 mrad.

Away from the condition M - 0.33, a fan of X raysdiffracted from a first flat crystalwill

not, in general, make the same Bragg angles on a cylindricallycurved crystal for sagittal

focusing. To determine the ne_ step in configuring the crystal, we expand Eq. (3) in q_.
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. Fig. 3. (a) Geometry for the conical or cylindrical-crystal flat-crystal nondispersive
monochromator. In the meridional (scattering) plane, the bent crystal acts as a fiat crystal
to the first fiat crystal in the nondispersive geometry. (b) Geometry for determining the

• angle Oc of a ray with horizontal divergence _ striking a conical surface.
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TanqJ is small (ql - 1 to 10 mrad) compared with sin0a, (Oa - 100 to 1000 mrad) for the usual

crystal lattice spacing, lt is a good approximation that qj < sin0a. With the approximation

- 1+_ Eq. (3a) reduces to the form:
2'

sin0Btan2q' asin0Btan2q_ (4)sin0s - sin0a - + .2 2

For 0s to precisely equal 0 a, the last two _erms must be made to cancel. However, as

discussed above, the angles 0, of rays in a fan of radiation incident on a flat crystal vary with

the horizontal divergence q_as:

sinOmtan2* (5)sin0, = sin0Bcosq_- sin0_ - 2

Since the first two terms of Eqs. (4) and (5) are the same, we need only make the third term

of Eq. (4) negligible for the highest diffraction efficiency through a flat-crystal-sagittal-crystal

pair. The angle 0, is nearly equal to Oa. For example, for Sill I or Gell ! , O, differs from 0a

by only 0.01 mrad for 10 kev (1.6 fJ) X rays when 2q_= 20 mrad and by 6 x 10.4 mrad for

40 keV (6.4 fJ) X rays when 2qf = 10 mrad.

We look for a solution to Eq. (4) that makes the third term negligible. For arbitrary

curvature N, the third term in Eq. (4) can represent a serious mismatch in the Bragg angles

of rays reflected from a first flat-crystal incident on a sagittally focusing cylindrical crystal. For

example, at M = 1, N = FlsinO; hence, a = 1/sin2Oaand Eq. (4) reduces to:

sines - sinOa- sinOstan2*, tan2* . (6)
2 2sinen

Efficient transmission at M = I for an Sill1flat-crystal-cylindrical-crystal pair occurs only when

ql < 0.0050, which is when 2ql is about 2 mrad for 10 keV (1.6 £I) X rays.

We show that with a conical geometry, the third term in Eq. (4) is canceled to first
_

order by a term that includes the cone angle, A, which is defined in Fig. 3. If the crystal bend
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radius, Rs,x, changes along the length of the crystal as in Fig. 3, then the crystal surface

defined by the coordinates X, Y, and Z is given by:
,

,f

Y- Rs,x (1- _/1-(Z/Rs,x)2) ,

where

Rs,x - N(I-AX) . (7)

As shown in Fig. 3, X - 0 is defined as the X intercept of the central ray on the conical

crystal, and Rs,x > N for A and X positive. The apex of the cone is located at X - -A4

[Fig. 3(o)] and may be toward the source (A > 0 for M >0.33) or toward the focus (A < 0

for M < 0.33). For Z-Fttanxp small, the conical-crystal surface has a slope in the scattering

plane that grows as Z2. We differentiate Eq. (7) to find the slope of the conical surface as

a function of Z along the X-axis. The angle, 0s, for a ray with horizontal divergence _, which

intercepts the conical surface of Fig. 3, is then given by:

sin0s ~ sin0 D sinO_jm2*, (xshl___O.tan2* - AF2ta132* . (8)• 2 2 2N

If the last two terms of F_xt. (8) are made to cancel, then the first two terms of Eq. (8)

match the fiat-crystal ca_e given in F_xt. (5). The condition for canceling the last two terms

is given by:

A = aNsinOs 3M-1= . (9)
F_ 2FIM

At unit magnification A = lfF 1, and the crystal is configured to a cone with cone length F1

[Fig. 3(a)]. At M = 0.33, A ffi 0 and the special cylindrical case is realized. 1° In general, by

following the prescription of Eq. (9), it is possible to intersect a horizontal fan of radiation
t"

and reflect it first off a fiat crystal, then condense the radiation with a conical crystal over a

. useful magnification ranging from 2 to 0.2. This range is limited primarily by increased focal

aberrations and reduced transmission for finite source size. The cone angle in degrees for
),
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Si_ at 10 keV (1.6 fJ) is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of magnification. The cone angle

A = arctan(2Rs.x.oA) depends only on magnification and Bragg angle:

A = arctan[ 6M-2sinOB ] . (10)I+M

Also plotted in Fig. 4 are the radii, Rs.x=0 = N for Sit11, E = 10 keV (1.6 fJ),

F1 = 20 m, and Ft + F2 = 40 m. At M - 1, the crystal radius Rs.x is a maximum for a fixed

source-to-image distance. In the next section, focal aberrations are also shown to be

minimized near M = 1.
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4. RAY-TRACING RESULTS
8

A Monte-Carloray-tracingprogramwas usedtostudytheimagingand transmission

efficiencyoftheconicalcrystalgeometry.A studyoffocusingaberrationsandefficiencywith

cylindersanda pointsourcehasbeengiven)° Ray tracingallowsa generalizationtofinite

sourcesizeandconicalshapes.A white-beamGaussiansourcewasassumedwithadjustable

verticalandhorizontalspatialdistributions.The spatialandangulardistributionswerechosen

tomodel a second-generationsynchrotronradiationsource[NationalSynchrotronLight

Source(NSLS)]orathird-generationsource[AdvancedPhotonSource(APS)].Thevertical

divergencewasGaussian.A uniformhorizontalintensitywithadivergenceofupto15mrad

was assumed as might result from a simple slit system on a bend magnet or wiggler

synchrotron radiation source. The transmission for each ray was estimated from the Darwin

width overlap of the two crystal reflections. Unit efficiency was assumed when the Bragg

angles were identical at both crystals. A cylindrical specular-reflecting mirror for meridional

focusing of the vertical divergence was modeled upstream of the crystal pair. A cylindrical

" mirror upstream has negligible aberration for focusing the vertical divergence and avoids the

increased vertical divergence from the flat-crystal-coaical-crystal pair. A schematic of the

modeled focusing optics is shown in Fig. 5. For the calculations presented below, the mirror

was modeled at 1 m upstream of the focusing crystal.

The focusing aberrations were first studied assuming a negligibly small source. The size

of the image was calculated for various horizontal divergences, energies, magaitications, and

focal distances. The aberrations were found to be a minimum near M = 1. In Fig. 6, the

vertical and horizontal aberrations are compared as a function of magnification at 10 and

30 keV (1.6 and 4.8 ftr). The most serious focusing errors are in the scattering plane. The

RMS image size is calculated with F_ = 30 m and 2_ = 6 mrad. As illustrated, the

aberratiom are minimized near M = 1.

The introduction of finite horizontal source size reduces the focusing efficiency of both

the M = 1 and M = 0.33 geometries. The cylindrical M = 0.33 case is more sensitive to

source size and has less transmission from an extended source than does the M = 1 geometry.

" The relative merits of sagittal-crystal focusing at various magnifications depend on the goals

for the focusing optics and the source properties. With large sources, it is possible to obtain

smaller images by using demagnifying optics. Increased focused intensity results as long as the

demagnified image size is small compared to the focusing aberrations. Demagnifying optics,
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however, increase the beam divergence at the image. For a realistic comparison between thed

cylindrical (M = 0.33) and conical (M = 1) shapes, a root-mean-square (RMS) source size

. of 0.31 mm horizontal by 0.085 mm vertical was assumed. This source size is near that

anticipated for a wiggler on the third-generation APS.22 As shown in Fig. 6, the focal

aberrations are about an order of magnitude less for M = 1 than for M = 0.33, but the

geometrical image area is almost an order of magnitude less in the M = 0.33 case. Though

the total flux passed with M = 1 is comparable to the total flux passed with M = 0.33, the

geometrical intensity gain expected for M = 0.33 is not fully realized. As shown in Fig. 7, the

focused intensity through a 200-um-diam pinhole can be 3 times higher for M = 1 than for

M = 0.33. The M = 1 geometry outperforms the M = 0.33 cylinder above _ = 2 mrad.

ORNL-DWG 93-5818
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BEAM DIVERGENCE,_(MRAD)

Fig. 7. Comparisonof the transmissionthrougha 200-pm-diam
pinholewith ]VI= 0.33 andM = 1. For thiscomparison,the source
sizeand verticaldivergenceare modeledafter the anticipatedpara-
metersfor a wigglerline at the APS (seetext). The comparisonis
virtuallyidenticalfor an APS bendingmagnetline.
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M = 1 preserves the vertical height of the source much better than M = 0.33. Furthermore,

the cylindrical crystal for M = 0.33 must tolerate a greater stress as it is bent to a smaller

radius, which for the same source-to-image distance, F_ + F2, is three-fourths the radius of

the M = 1 (conical) geometry. Also, for the same F1 + F2, the sagittal smile (Fig. 2) is three

times larger for the cylindrical geometry than for the M = 1 conical case.

The overall performance at M = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the transmission

and image size with F 1 = 10 m and for an RMS source vertical and horizontal size of 0.4 by

0.05 mm2. A small, vertical source size was used in this ray-tracing calculation to again make

the vertical focus sensitive to aberrations. The calculated focal spot size was sensitive to

average curvature. Transmission was sensitive to the cone length Al, peaking at an A defined

as in Eq. (9). Transmission efficiency was nearly identical to that expected for two flat crystals

ORNL-DWG 92-11015
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Fig. 8. Performance of the model focusing system of Fig. 5 for F_ = 10 m,
M = 1, and 29 = 15 mrad. The crystals were assumed to be Sill _. The source
was assumed to have an RMS horizontal and vertical size of 0.4 by 0.05 mm2.
Decreased transmission at higher energies results from the inability of the
focusing crystal monochromator to accept the full horizontal source size.
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at lower energies but began to decrease at higher energies, dropping to one-half at 40 keV
di

(6.4 U). The horizontal RMS image size became slightly less than the source size at high

. energies; rays originating from source points away from the nominal origin have reduced

transmission through the fiat-crystal-conical-crystal pair. This sensitivity to phase space

accounts for most of the decrease in transmission with higher energy. Except for the very

lowest energies, the RMS vertical focus is near the geometrical limit. Based on the ray-

tracing results plotted in Fig. 7, a fiat-crystal-conical-crystal nondispersive monochromator

preceded with a vertical focusing mirror can achieve nearly ideal focusing at M - 1. Actual

transmission efficiency will depend on the precision of the bending device and uniformity of

the crystal shape and its elastic response. As discussed later, experience has shown that good

transmission efficiency can be achieved.

5. ALIGNMENT AND OPERATION

5.1 BENDING MECHANISM
w

We have applied the conical-crystal design to our own beamline X14 at the NSLS.23

This successful application routinely focuses -5 mrad from 3 to 25 keV (0.5 to 4 U) and has

prompted others to follow. We describe the bending mechanism used at X14 as it contains

the essential elements required to bend cylindricaland conical crystals.

The bender consists of four rods with two rods fixed by an optical plate to lie in a

plane, and with the other two rods driven by four independent linear translators: one at each

end (Fig. 9). The two fixed rods are parallel while the two movable rods operate in planes

perpendicular to the plane defined by the fixed rods. This bending scheme can only

approximate the conical shape defined by Eq. (7), but practice has shown that the errors are

not significant. Previous experiments with a more complicated bender, which allowed a more

precise bending of the crystal surface by pointing the two fixed rods toward the conical apex,

did not improve the focus or X-ray transmission over that achieved with the simpler bender. 11

In the X14 design, the choice was made to translate the outer rods and keep the inner rods

• fixed (Fig. 9); this produces less displacement of the crystal center when bent.

The four-rod bender differs from a four-point bender in that the moments are applied

" along four lines that allow the opposing moments to change nearly linearly from the front to

the back of the bent crystal. For simplicity, the four-point bender model is used to illustrate
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the performance. Consider the four-point-loaded beam as shown in Fig. 10. The center
J)

supports are f'Lxedand the end points are driven with force W1 and W2. We assume an outer

. rod spacing of I and a spacing of C between the outer support points. The bending moment

diagram is shown below the beam. 24 Adjustment of the displacements (forces) of the outer

rods varies the bending moment across the beam and can be made to produce a uniform

bending moment between the inner rods. In addition, the displacements can be used to

compensate for non-uniform elastic response or other bending errors. When under symmetric

moments, the beam between the center supports undergoes pure bending moments and is

bent with a radius R-d_X/d2Z-YI/M. Here, Y is Young's modulus and I is the moment of

inertia of the beam cross section. The displacement of the crystal center, Fc, for a uniform

displacement, F1, of the outer rods is given by:

Fc=F1 3(2c-/)_) . (11)
4c(31-4c)

ORNL-DWG 92-11016
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Fig. 10. Four-point-bendingschematicfor a uniform
beam showing forces W] and W2 applied at the outer points.
The beam is bent by a displacement F1 from the relaxed
beam at the end with force W] and by F2 from the relaxed
beam at the end with force W2. The maximum central
deflection is Fc. Below the four-point-bending schematic
is the bending moment diagram. When W] = W2, the dis-
placements Fz = F2 and the central portion of the beam
experience a constant pure bending moment (no shear forces).
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A conical shape with A > 0 is achieved when the displacements of the rod ends near the

source are made greater than the displacements nearest the focus. Since the rods are parallel,

the constants C and I do not change along the length of the crystal, and displacements FI and

F_ retain a constant of proportionality. Cones with A < 0 are configured with the relative

displacements reversed. The displacement of the center of the crystal changes with the radius

of curvature, as does the relative angle with respect to the first crystal. Both effects are small.

A piezoelectric feedback circuit monitors the intensity throughput and compensates for

relative Bragg angle change; computer-controlled motors move the entire bender up or down

to compensate for the displacement, Ft, and to keep the exit beam fixed in space.

5.2 ffl'IFP'ENING AGAINST ANTICLASq'IC BENDING

"the simple two-dimensional discussion does not account for the anticlastic response of

a plate to bending. As a plate is bent in one direction, volume is approximately preserved by

the development of a transverse (anticlastic) curvature as shown in Fig. 11 (ref. 25). For

ORNL-DWG 81-18578
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Fig. 11. An unsupported plate bent to a sagittal radius R s
develops an anticlastic curvature RA, which is larger than Rs by
the inverse of Poisson's ratio, o, and produces an error AOE in
scattering angle.
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sagittally focusing crystals, the anticlastic curvature is in the meridional (Bragg scattering)

plane and must be kept negligible to satisfy Bragg's law. From the elementary theory of

. elastically bent plates, an unsupported thin plate bent to a radius R s takes on a transverse

curvature RA = RJo. 26 Here, o is Poisson's ratio, which is of the order of one-half to one-

third. For Sil_1 and E > 5 keV (0.8 fJ), the perfect crystal Darwin width is about 1.5 x 10.4

sin0. If we assume o --- 0.5, then the meridional divergence 8 passed by an anticlastic,

nondispersive two-crystal monochromator is very small; _ ,: 3 x 10.4Msin3(O)/(1+ M). This

represents only a few percent of the vertical divergence from a synchrotron radiation source

and greatly reduces the transmission efficiency similar to that shown in Fig. l(b). We note

that single-crystal silicon is highly anisotropic, and the anticlastic bending of Si wafers depends

strongly on crystallographic orientation; single-crystal Si wafers with (100) surfaces show less

anticlastic bending than Si wafers with (111) surfaces.

Anticlastic bending of the focusing crystal is suppressed with stiffening ribs1__3

(see Fig. 9). These ribs have a small, deleterious effect on the uniformity of curvature for

sagittal focusing but permit the crystal to be dynamically bent with negligible anticlastic

bending. With stiffening ribs, the average meridional curvature R,, is approximately:

s-wkt) J

Here, w is the rib width, s is the rib spacing, h is the rib height, and t is the plate thickness

(Fig. 9). Typical dimensions are w = 0.5 mm, s = 2.5 mm, h = 10 mm, and t = 0.5 mm. With

these dimensions, the average plate stiffness to anticlastic bending is increased by three orders

of magnitude; this makes the meridional curvature negligible (one-fifth or less of the Darwin

width) for X-ray energies up to 30 kev (4.8 fJ). The crystal thickness is limited by the

fracture stress of the bent crystal. We chose t -- 0.5 mm to limit the stress on the outer

surface of the Si crystal to about one-half the fracture stress for the smallest radius of

curvature.

The focusing limits imposed by the ribbed crystal structure depend on the spacing, s,

. and width, w, of the ribs. We estimate the focusing blur due to the rib structure by averaging

the blur from each segment of the crystal. Under each rib, the crystal is constrained to be

" nearly flat. The divergence of the radiation scattered from beneath the ribs is unchanged.

If we assume that the average curvature of the crystal is correct, then the point-source focal
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spot from each rib is (1 + M)w. Between the ribs, the radii must be smaller than the average

crystal radius: Ra_tw_, = RAverage(1- W/S). The magnification M' for the segment between

ribs ts therefore smaller than the average magnification M; M' = M(s - w)/(s + Mw). The

crystal overfocuses between the ribs and underfocuses at the ribs. Fortunately, the

performance compromise is small for current generation sources. For example, with w =

0.5 mm and M = 1, the underfocused spot size from beneath each rib will be 1 mm. With

s = 2.5 mm, the magnification M' is 0.66. For the focal spot at M = 1, the nominal 2-mm

width of the beam intercepted between adjacent ribs is overfocused to 1 mm. We note that

in a partially focused beam, a series of evenly spaced, brighter spots can be observed that arise

from the overIocusing between the ribs. Rib width and spacing can be decreased to reduce

the defocusing effect of the ribs.

5.3 ALIGNMENT OF MONOCHROMATOR

Proper alignment of the fiat-crystal-conical-crystal pair is necessary to achieve near-ideal

focusing apd for a spatially fixed beam when scanning energy. The first flat crystal can be

misaligned by a tilt X and by a displacement from the 0 axis of rotation of the monochromator

[Fig. 11(a)]. The second crystal can be misaligned by a X' tilt, a A0 error, a crystal rotation

_, and a sideway_ translation perpendicular to :he plane of scatter [Fig. 11(a)]. To a first

approxima',ion, this sideways translation of the focusing crystal axis is equivalent to a X' tilt.

Alignment is made easier when botb crystals are cut with their surfaces within 0.25 ° o i'

being parallel to the diffractiag planes. The crystals are then mounted and leveled with these

surfaces within 0.1 °. The first flat crystal i,_ positioned with :.ii op,:ical telescope to lie with

its surface at the center of the monochromator 0 rotation axis. The l_eight of this 0 axis is

then adjusted to intercept the raw X-ray beam at its center. The X-ray beam position on the

surface of the first crystal can be observed by means of a fine dusting of fluorescent powder

on the crystal.

The first alignment step with the X-ray beam is to determine the _orizontal position of

the optical axis at the focus. The simplest way is to observe the direct white beam at the

focal plane. Shield restrictions often prevent this simple approach. Alternatively, the X-ray

transmission is optimized with the relative AO tilt, and the beam is approximately positioned

horizontally with adjustment of the relative chi tilt AX = X-X', Fig. 12(a). Throughput is

optimized with the second crystal unbent and with only a pencil X-ray beam _:0.2 mrad in
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Fig. 12. (a) The alignment controls needed for the two-crystal monochromator
include vertical displacement and X, 0, and _ rotation axes. The two crystals can
have a parallelism error in their chi tilt AI. The crystal can also be rotated by 4).
(b) Unfocused and focused image when the scattering plane of the monochromator
is not perpendicular to the plane of the storage ring. (c) Diagram showing how
a misalignment of the horizontal translation axis for the linear slide results in a
change in the c__rysta!-c._rys_tal_naclno h nrt'_.dl!cinoa vertical d_p!acement nr
the beam as energy is scanned.
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horizontal divergence around the central ray. The proper horizontal position for the focal

spot of the beamline radiation is determined when the horizontal position of the diffracted

beam does not change as a function of X-ray energy. With changing Bragg angle, OB,the

horizontal position is observed to move as 2AxsinOB. After a few iterations, the crystal planes

are made parallel. The beam is observed during focusing to ensure that the X' tilt of tile

focusing crystal (and hence both crystals) lies parallel to the storage ring plane. As the beam

is focused, even a small X tilt of the curved crystal relative to the ring plane is observed as an

increase in the vertical focal spot size [Fig. 12(b)]. lt is easy to align the tilt to within 0.5*

by minimizing the vertical spot size. For fixed-exit operation, it is important that the Bragg

planes be parallel to the axis of the linear slide used for translating the second crystal. The

monochromator system incorporates a computer-controlled translation that allows the second

crystal to maintain a constant intercept with the central ray [Fig. 12(c)]. Small errors in the

parallelism of the crystal planes with respect to the linear slide are observed as displacement

errors Ah, as a function of OB[Fig. 12(c)]. Adjustments of the 0 tilts of both crystals make

it possible to simultaneously maintain crystal parallelism and to make both crystal Bragg

planes parallel to the linear slide.

As recognized by Kawata et al.,z7the orientation of the conical/cylindrical axis X, in

Fig. 12(a), must lie in the scattering plane of the beam [Fig. 12(c)]. Deviations 4_, in the

rotation of this axis out of the scattering plane lessen beam transmission and increase the

rocking curve width measured for the curved crystal,zs The angular error AObetween a fiat

and cylindrical crystal caused by a rotation of the cylindrical axis _ shown in Fig. 9(a) is given

by:_

a0-- (l+M)*. (13)
Msin0

Thisangularerrorhasthesamelinear$ dependenceasa uniformtwistintheBraggplanes.

FortheX14 beamline,thebendingrodswereinstalledwith14_I< 0.05*.At M = I,the

conicalgeometryishalfassensitivetorotationalerrors4_astheM = 0.33cylindrical

geometryasshown byEq.(13).Inaddition,theabilitytoadjustthetwistofthecurved

crystalallowsforasimplecompensationofsmallangularerrorsfrombothtwistandrotation

misalignment.Smallrotationsof up to 0.25*(4mrad) have a negligibleeffectupon

transmissionand rockingcurvewidths.
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5.4BENDING ERRORS

Once thetwocrystalshavebeenalignedalongthenominalbeam axis,itisnecessary

" tO configure the second crystal to its desired conical form. A systematic method is followed

while observing the radiation on a fluorescent screen. Consider the case where only one

corner of the fOcusingcrystal is pushed either too far or too little. The plate then undergoes

:. a complicated d_stortion relative to the ideal conical shape. This distortion involves a twist

of the plate, a change in radius from one side of the plate to the other, the wrong cone angle,

and an error in the average curvature of the crystal. The complexity of the crystal distortion

during single-motor motions makes it difficult to adjust the crystal bender one motor at a

time. It is much more convenient to discuss the bending errors in terms of coupled motions

involving ali four motors as shown by the schematic images of the focus in Fig. 13. Four

coupled errors are illustrated: average radius of crystal (focus), crystal twist (twist), cone

error (cone), and uneven moment (even). These four errors can be separately corrected by

observing the focal spot size, intensity, and uniformity and by observing changes in a partially

. focused image as the first crystal is scanned through the Bragg angle. These four linearly

independent corrections can compensate for any distortion that can be corrected with

individual motors.

5.4.1 Focus

First, the horizontal radiation swath intercepted by the crystal pair is semi-focused by

moving ali four rods motors as shown in Fig. 13(a-b). As the focused beam approaches 10- to

20-mm width, it is useful to scan the first flat crystal through 0 while observing the radiation

pattern. In the semi-focused mode, the radiation pattern on the fluorescent screen should

be uniform across its width and progressively become brighter, then fade out as AOis scanned.

If the radiation pattern is not uniform across the width of the image, then the curved crystal

is not uniformly bent. An analysis of the nonuniformity of the radiation pattern and how it

changes with A0 leads to the following set of corrections to be made o the shape of the

curved crystal.

. 5.4.2 Twist

The first bending error to be corrected is a twist in the crystal. Twist results from a

pattern of errors in the bending motor displacements as illustrated by the arrows or their

reverse in Fig. 13(c). Crystal twist can be readily detected by observing the pattern of
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partially focused radiation as the relative parallelism of the first and second crystals is adjusted

by scanning the first crystal in 0. The bright region of the transmitted beam is observed

(fluorescent screen) to move from one side of the crystal to the other as A0 is varied. The

twist error is removed by driving the four motors as illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 13(c).
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Fig. 13. (a-e) Schematic showing how four orthogonal
bending motions are used to achieve a conical curvature for
a four-line loaded plate. (a-b) If ali four ends of the bender
illustrated in Fig. 7 are driven equally, the average radius
is changed. (c) If diagonally opposing motors are driven in
the same direction, then the plate is twLsted. (d) When front
and back ends are driven, then the cone angle A is changed.
(e) Left-side motors driven in the opposite direction of right-
side motors cause the radius to increase on one side of the
crystal and decrease on the other side.
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A pair of diagonally opposed motors is driven in the same direction and the other pair in the

opposite direction until the diffracted radiation remains bilaterally symmetric on scanning A0.

- 5.4.3 Cone Angle

Errors in the cone angle of the crystal [Fig. 13(d)] are detected by again changing AO

and observing the transmitted pattern for a partially focused beam. Cone angle errors cause

the bright part of the beam to move symmetrically inward or outward from the central ray

with AO depending on the sign of the cone error and the sign of the Al) scan. Motors are

driven as illustrated by the arrows (or their reverse) in Fig. 13(d) to change the radius from

front to back until the entire horizontal beam divergence is passed simultaneously.

5.4.4 Even (Symmetric) Bending Moment

A third, but less common, error occurs when the bending moment across the crystal is

not symmetric. This results in an image with an overfocused side and an underfocused side

as illustrated in Fig. 13(e). This error is observed without adjusting Al) and is removed by

. driving the four motors as illustrated in Fig. 13(e). Iterations of these three adjustments are

made to achieve a uniform intensity distribution for the semi-focused beam.

- The final adjustment to achieve a minimum focal spot is to change the average

curvature as discussed in Sect. 5.4.1. Curvature is adjusted by translating ali four corners of

the bender equally [Fig. 13(a-b)] until the smallest beam size is achieved. In general, several

iterations of the adjustments described above are required during initial installation of a

crystal After the crystal has been aligned, the displacements required to reconfigure the

crystal at a new energy can be easily calculated, and the crystal can be dynamically bent under

computer control as energy is varied. We have found that only small manual adjustments are

required to e,chieve best focus and efficiency for even, large energy shifts of 4 to 8 keV (0.6

to 1.3 19).

5.5 PERb_RMANCE AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS

Some aspects of the performance of sagittal crystal monochromators have been

• reported, tl'z3.2932We have shown that, at X14, the measured RMS focal spot size with a

vertical focusing cylindrical mirror and a conical crystal, two-crystal monochromator is 0.36 mm
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horizontal by 0.24 mm vertical. 23 This spot size is close to the theoretical focal spot size of

0.28 by 0.16 mm for no aberrations. The measured transmission is within 20% of the

theoretical value. .

Following our lead, others have successfully constructed similar bending devices and

ribbed crystals.='932The four-rod bending scheme allows adequate control for correction of

both the conical angle and the crystal twist during dynamical bending. Measurements show

that the angular mixing of the horizontal divergence into the vertical divergence is small as

predicted by the equation shown in Fig. 2(c). For mirrors, the mixing is 25 times larger for

the same sagittal divergence.

With the highly collimated radiation sources from undulators, it may be possible to

constrain crystals with no ribs over the region that intercepts the X-ray beam. This would

permit more ideal focusing to be achieved. For example, the anticipated RMS source size and

divergences (horizontal and vertical) for an undulator on the APS are 0.31 by 0.085 mm2and

0.024 by 0.009 mrad 2, respectively, z2 At 30 m, the RMS beam size will only be 0.78 by

0.11 mm so that a rib spacing with a 3-mm gap will collect 95% of the beam and avoid a rib

over the beam intercept. This spacing is only slightly wider than the 2-mm gap successfully

used with existing ribbed crystals. Simple cylindrical shapes are adequate for such small

divergences. Sagittal focusing can also be used with inclined-high heat load crystals at

magnification of one-sixth to two (ref. 33). Because of the large distances from the source,

focusing optics for third-generation undulators are desirable as they can increase the intensity

at the sample by factors of 20 or more.

6. CONCLUSION

The conical geometry discussed here can be used to focus radiation by either total

external reflection or diffraction. The essential feature is that a conical geometry can

intercept rays in a fan of X rays at an angle independent of sagittal divergence and

can condense the fan. With dynamical bending, we have efficiently focused X rays from 3 to

30 keV (0.48 to 4.8 fJ). X rays from a first, flat Sill_ crystal were condensed by an Sill_crystal

bent with a simple four-rod bender. While a cylindrical geometry works well at M = 0.33,

conical curvature allows efficient focusing from M - 0.2 to 2. In addition, the conical

geometry more nearly preserves the brightness of the source.
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